The ever-increasing number of genome sequencing and resequencing projects is a central source of insights into the ecology and evolution of non-model organisms. An important aspect of genomics is the elucidation of sex determination systems and identifying genes on sex chromosomes. This not only helps reveal mechanisms behind sex determination in the species under study, but their characteristics make sex chromosomes a unique tool for studying the mechanisms and effects of recombination and genomic rearrangements and how they affect adaption and selection. Despite this, many sequencing projects omit such investigations. Here, we apply a simple method using sequencing coverage statistics to identify scaffolds belonging to the sex chromosomes of minke whale, and show how the sex chromosome system can be determined using coverage statistics alone.
Background
Complete genome sequences are among the most important tools for understanding the molecular inner workings and evolutionary history of a species and its interactions with the ecosystem. Genome sequencing projects are therefore central for broadening our knowledge and the wealth of data they provide has become crucial to modern biology research.
Often, a genome assembly for a novel organism is published along with an analysis of various aspects and characteristics of the genome. Even for ambitious projects, resources are limited, and many potentially interesting topics will by necessity only receive a superficial treatment. For instance, the recent study which published the common minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) genome only performed a brief investigation of sex chromosomes based on sequence similarity to the bovine genome [1] . Inexpensive analytical methods that can produce useful information without highly specialized know-how or complicated interpretation are therefore highly desirable.
Here we examine how the sex chromosome system of a species can be identified from sequencing data alone, and how a straightforward analysis based on sequencing coverage can reveal the individual scaffolds that constitute the sex chromosomes. We target the minke whale genome and use published data from several sequencing projects to demonstrate how this method can be applied in practice. The minke whale consists of two species, the Antarctic Balaenoptera bonarensis, and the common minke whale Balaenoptera acutorostrata, with two major subspecies, the Atlantic B. a. acutorostrata and Pacific minke whale B. a. scammoni [2] .
Sex chromosomes
Sexually reproducing eukaryotic organisms are normally diploid, with most of the chromosomes (the autosomes) occurring in somatic cells in two copies, one copy inherited from each parent. Sex chromosomes (the allosomes) constitute the major exception to this rule. In most cases, one sex is homogametic, having two copies of one sex chromosome, while the other sex is heterogametic, having one copy of each of the sex chromosomes. In the latter case, the sex chromosomes may be homomorphic or heteromorphic in variable degree depending on the divergence between the sex chromosomes [3] . In mammals, for instance, the male is heterogametic, and the chromosomes are referred to as X and Y, while for many birds and reptiles, the female is heterogametic, and the sex chromosomes are referred to as Z and W. Although the typical case is that heterogametes have a single chromosome of each type, some species lack a Y or W chromosome (then referred to as X0 or Z0 systems), and several examples of species with multiple sex chromosomes exist [4, 5] .
Often, the sex chromosomes which are present only in the heterogametic sex (i.e. the Y or W chromosomes) are smaller and have eroded to contain few genes compared to the corresponding sex chromosome which is found in both sexes [6] . An obvious consequence of hemizygosity is a difference in gene dosage which is often, but not always, compensated for in terms of gene expression levels [6] .
Local mutations can modify genes and thus affect the fitness of an individual, but the evolution of chromosomes is also governed by local or genome-wide rearrangements like insertions, duplications, deletions, inversions, and translocations. Recombination and these genomic rearrangements can accelerate adaptation by breaking up linkage between advantageous and disadvantageous alleles. Correspondingly, genetic linkage of sites under selection can hamper adaptation by a combination of background selection (loss of non deleterious variation at a locus due to negative selection against a linked locus), Müllers ratchet (incremental accumulation of deleterious mutations) or selective sweeps (loss of genetic variation and accumulation of mutations in a region linked to a locus under positive selection) collectively referred to as the Robertson-Hill effect [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Sex chromosomes play an important role in studying the above since the adaptive responsiveness of sex chromosomes is different to that of autosomes due to their haploid state in the heterogametic sex and the inherent smaller chromosome population size. As adaptability of a trait varies with chromosomal location(s) of the underlying gene(s) it is not surprising that the limited empirical data available appear to indicate a non-random distribution of genes in the genome in general and on sex chromosomes in particular [6, 12, 13] . Deciphering the relative importance of the selective mechanisms, corroborating existing knowledge on the evolution of sex chromosomes, and also deciphering mechanisms compensating for gene dosage differences between sexes all depend on increased numbers of sex chromosome datasets available. With the assumption that sequence coverage is proportional to the amount of material used to construct the sequencing libraries, the strategy used here can increase the number of sex chromosome datasets by identifying heteromorphic regions of sex chromosomes directly from the sequencing coverage.
Sequencing technology challenges
While the goal of genome sequencing often is to reconstruct the complete chromosomes, current sequencing technology only gives us shorter fragments. Illumina HiSeq instruments, for instance, typically produces reads of 100 to 250 base pairs. In the ideal case, each location in the chromosome would be equally likely to produce a sequence fragment. This would give the sequencing coverage a Poisson distribution. For example, with 100 bp reads and 50x coverage, a 10 Kbp contig would then be expected to have about 5000 reads covering it, with a standard deviation of about 70. A similar haploid contig should then have an expected number of reads of about 2500 and a standard deviation of 50. Thus from theory, these distributions are separated by more than 40 standard deviations, and we can classify contigs into one or the other with high accuracy. In practice, the standard deviation is much larger, and in the following, we will briefly look at some of the reasons for this.
The sequencing process itself has inherent coverage biases. One well known bias is tied to the AT/CG ratio of the sequences, with different technologies responding differently to this ratio (e.g., [14, 15] ). Another well-known if poorly understood cause for coverage bias is artificial duplicates, where the same DNA fragment results in many identical reads or read pairs (e.g., [16] ). Less relevant for genomic sequencing, the use of random hexamer primers in RNA sequencing brings a marked bias in starting points for sequences [17] .
Coverage analysis relies on a good reference genome sequence, but this quality is often hampered by the characteristics of the specific genome. One common obstacle is the repeat structure of the genome, where various kinds of repeats (e.g., ALU LINE and SINE repeats and transposable elements, ribosomal genes, and low complexity regions like di-and tri-nucleotide repeats or microsatellites) mean that many genomic regions can be difficult to distinguish from each other. This can be addressed by using long range information, for instance from mate-pair sequencing, to bridge such regions, but the result is often scaffolds with large regions of unknown sequence (by convention represented by Ns). The result is twofold, repeats are often collapsed in the genome reference sequence, and these regions tend to see extremely high coverage of sequencing data, and conversely, regions of Ns will fail to map any reads, giving an apparent coverage of zero. In addition, some species exhibit larger genomic variation than others, and many fish, including the zebrafish (Danio rerio) model organism, have proved challenging [18] . This means that even when a high quality genomic reference can be produced, it may not take into account genomic variation between individuals, and as such, not be representative for the species.
In order to analyze coverage, we need to align (or map) sequencing reads back to the reference genome. Genomic features like repeats can cause difficulties in the mapping, even when the reference sequence is of high quality and correctly resolves these structures, and different short read aligners (e.g. bwa [19] and bowtie [20] ) can have different strategies for dealing with ambiguously aligned reads and short indels and other variations.
Coverage based analysis
Despite the difficulties outlined above, sequence coverage statistics convey important information, and is used to aid many types of analysis; e.g., sequencing error correction [21, 22] , genome assembly [23] , masking transcriptomic repeats [24] , and analyzing metagenomic data [25] , and is used directly to aid statistical analysis (e.g., [26] ).
With sufficiently long genomic scaffolds and sequencing data with a sufficiently high coverage, it is possible to classify the ploidy of each scaffold in an individual from the sequencing coverage. This approach was used to successfully identify Y-and W-chromosomal genes in chicken [27] and mosquito [28] , and to classify scaffolds in fruit fly [29] . Similar methods have since been applied to other cases (see [30] for a review). Coverage analysis has also been used to reveal important information about the evolution and origin of chromosomes [31] [32] [33] In practice, it is possible to both identify the type of sex chromosome arrangement, and to classify each individual scaffold by the type of chromosome it belongs to. The overall expected diploid coverage (2n) is estimated for each sequencing library, and it is then compared to the coverage for individual scaffolds using Table 1 .
System
Male Female Class 2n 2n autosomal XY or X0 1n 2n Recently, a high quality genome assembly of a male Pacific (B. a. scammoni) minke whale that was published by Yim et al [1] . The assembly consists of 104'326 scaffolds, but many are quite short, and only 1003 scaffolds are over 10'000 bp long. Shortly after the publication, the genome and (associated sequencing data) of the Antarctic minke (B. bonaerensis) was published [34] . In addition, we had available full-genome sequencing data of an Atlantic male minke whale (B. a. acutorostrata) [35] . Here, we apply coverage statistics to the analysis of these data, and contrast our findings to previous knowledge about the minke whale sex chromosomes. We show that the method also works across species as long as they are sufficiently closely related. Using this as an example, we argue that this procedure, with little cost and effort, reveals more complete and detailed information than what is typically reported in current sequencing projects.
Materials and methods
The minke whale reference genome was downloaded from the bioftp.org website. Sequencing data for the two previously published genome projects [1, 34] , listed in Table 2 Sequences were mapped to the reference genome using bwa version 0.7.10-r789 [19] using the mem alignment method. The resulting SAM files were then compressed and sorted, and mapping statistics extracted with samtools version 0.1.19-96b5f2294 [36] . The list of files is given in Table  3 .
We wrote a small program to count the number of N characters in each scaffold, and the mapping statistics reported by samtools were then normalized to the scaffold length subtracted Table 3 : List of datasets mapped to the reference genome. All datasets map well to the Pacific reference, indicating that the species and subspecies are closely related. The very high mapping rate for the Pacific females likely means the sequences were filtered before submission to SRA.
the number of Ns. Bérubé and Palsboll [37] identified PCR primers (replicated here in Table 4 ) that provided an effective sex assay for minke whales. These primers give two different PCR products in males (212 and 245 bp in size), but only a single (245 bp) product in females, and therefore distinguish between the two sexes. The sex marker primer sequences were matched against the minke genome scaffolds using blastn with an E-value threshold of 0.1, and otherwise using default parameters.
Name
Sequence ZFYX-1 ATAGGTCTGCAGACTCTTCTA ZFYX-2 ATTACATGTCGTTTCAAATCA ZFYX-3 CACTTATGGGGGTAGTCCTTT Table 4 : PCR primer sequences for the minke sex marker, as reported in previous studies [37] .
3 Results and discussion
PCR-based sex markers
The PCR primers identified by Bérubé and Palsboll [37] were matched against the genome assembly using BLAST, resulting in the matches given in Table 5 . We see that scaffold351 matches ZFYX-3 in the forward direction, and ZFYX-1 in the reverse direction, 243 bp further downstream. Similarly scaffold380 matches ZFYX-2 and ZFYX-3 in the forward direction, and ZFYX-1 in the reverse direction, with distances of 243 bp and 210 bp. These matches are consistent with the products described by Bérubé and Palsboll, and we conclude that scaffold351 (of length 468 Kbp) originates from the X chromosome, while scaffold380 (274 Kbp) is from the Y chromosome. Table 5 : List of BLAST matches in the minke genome assembly for the sex marker primer sequences.
This identifies scaffold351 and scaffold380 as belonging to the X and Y chromosomes, respectively.
Alignment-based identification of sex chromosomes
As part of the Pacific minke genome sequencing project, Yim et al [1] identified eight putative scaffolds as sex chromosomes by using LASTZ [38] to match them against bovine sex chromosomes. According to their Supplementary Table 16 , the matches covered from 56% to 72% of the contigs. The length of these contigs totaled 807 Kbp, and contained 11 identified genes. These pre-existing resources identify ten scaffolds of a total length of 1549 Kbp of scaffolds classified as putative sex chromosomes. In contrast, the human genome is similar in size to the minke whale, and has an X chromosome size of 155 Mbp, almost precisely a hundred times larger than these scaffolds. The human X chromosome is estimated to contain 1098 genes [39] . Chromosome sizes vary between species, but for mammals where the genome assemblies have sufficient quality for NCBI Genomes to list individual chromosome sizes (Table 6 ), X chromosomes range from 127 (cat) to 171 (mouse) Mbp. The Y chromosomes vary more in size, and the size estimates are less reliable due to repeats, low complexity, and heterochromatic sequence, but they are normally much smaller than X chromosomes. Unless the minke whale is very atypical, these earlier works have only identified a small fraction of the sex chromosomes, perhaps as little as one percent. 
Sequence coverage for the Pacific minke whale
Examining how the sequencing data maps back to the genome assembly by plotting the number of mapped sequences from the male specimen on each contig (or scaffold) against the contig length (Fig 1) , it is clear that most of the data points cluster along one of two horizontal axes: one centered around y=1.2 and one at y=0.6. The obvious hypothesis is that these correspond to autosomal chromosomes and allosomal (sex chromosomes) respectively, and we will investigate this further below. [1] . Each point represents one genomic scaffold, scaffolds classified as belonging to sex chromosomes by Yim et al are circled in orange, scaffolds carrying the sex markers [37] are circled in green. Scaffolds classified as sex chromosomes from sequence coverage are marked in blue.
In Fig 1, as well as in the following diagrams, contigs with coverage between 0.28 and 0.88 in the Pacific male have been marked in blue. In addition, the eight putative sex chromosome contigs identified by Yim et al [1] have been circled in orange, and the two contigs matching the PCR primers of [37] have been circled in green.
From Fig 1, it is apparent that not all of the putative sex chromosome scaffolds (i.e., orange circles) appear to have a coverage consistent with allosomal scaffolds. We will return to this point below. We see that for short contigs, the data become quite noisy. It is clear from the theoretical Poisson distribution that variance is a function of length, so short contigs (with correspondingly few mapped reads) will tend to have a high variance. But more importantly, short contigs are often a result of problems in the assembly process. For instance, repeats or low complexity regions are difficult for the assembler software to resolve, leading to ambiguities in the sequence that forces it to terminate contigs early.
In addition to the reference individual, Yim et al [1] sequenced three female specimens. In order to corroborate our hypothesis, we can contrast the results from the male with a similar plot of the data from three female specimens, from the same project.
Here (Fig 2) we see that the data is centered along a single axis, corresponding to a coverage of approximately 1.1. Although there are many quite short contigs with highly variable coverage, there appears to be a small cluster of slightly longer contigs with low coverage in the bottom left corner. No such cluster is apparent in the data from the male, and it is tempting to classify these as belonging to the Y-chromosome, with the apparent coverage resulting from sequence similarity between the X and Y chromosomes. This conjecture is supported by the Y-marker scaffold being placed clearly in this group, while the X-marker scaffold has coverage consistent with the autosomal scaffolds.
If we examine the correlation between coverage in the Pacific male with the coverage in the Pacific female (Fig 3) , we see that the coverage data forms two clear clusters, one representing sex chromosomes with half the normal coverage in the male (as before, blue color indicates coverage between 0.28 and 0.88 in the Pacific male data), and another representing autosomes in red. For clarity, only contigs longer than 10 Kbp are highlighted in color, shorter contigs are shown in gray. Short contigs often arise from sequencing errors, and therefore tend to be noisier and have more variable coverage. We observe that most of the putative sex chromosome scaffolds are placed as expected. Also, the Y-marker scaffold is placed with close to zero coverage in the female. However, there isn't a clear cluster surrounding this scaffold, but rather a set of scaffolds with haploid coverage in male, but a range of coverages stretching from zero to diploid coverage in females. This is likely due to similarity between homologous regions between the X and Y chromosomes, causing some X chromosomal reads to map to Y chromosomal scaffolds.
The Atlantic subspecies
The Atlantic minke whale (B. acutorostrata acutorostrata) is, like the Pacific minke (B. acutorostrata scammoni ), considered a subspecies of the common minke whale (B. acutorostrata). Although there are clear genetic differences between them [40] , we can expect the two subspecies to be sufficiently closely related that sequences from the Atlantic minke can be mapped to the Pacific reference assembly with little error.
In Fig 4, we see that this indeed seems to be the case. Here, we have taken sequences from a male Atlantic specimen, and mapped them to the (B. a. scammoni ) reference genome. We see that the emerging picture is consistent with the data from the Pacific male, clearly identifying the specimen as a male. One exception is the two putative sex chromosomal scaffolds which exhibited autosomal coverage in the Pacific specimen. In the Atlantic male, one of them has coverage consistent with sex chromosomes, while the other has in fact increased coverage. This is Each point represents one genomic scaffold, scaffolds classified as belonging to sex chromosomes by Yim et al are circled in orange, scaffolds carrying the sex markers [37] are circled in green. Scaffolds classified as sex chromosomes from sequence coverage are marked in blue. 
The Antarctic minke whale
In a recent study, Kishida et al [34] used DNA sequencing of an Antarctic minke whale (B. bonaerensis) to study the genetic effects of aquatic adaption of mammals. The Antarctic minke is more distantly related, and it is considered a separate species [41] . The individual studied by Kishida et al. [34] , was of undetermined sex, but by mapping the data and comparing Fig 6 to the figures above, it becomes clear that this is a female specimen. From comparing coverage of Pacific male to the Antarctic female (Fig 7) we see a similar picture, but note that coverage for the X cluster in the female is lower than for the autosomal cluster. We speculate that this could be an artifact of rapid evolution of haploid chromosomes, leading to somewhat fewer sequences matching it.
Sorting out contigs
In Table 7 we look in more detail at the coverage scaffolds identified as sex chromosomes by [1] , and the two scaffolds matching the sex markers from [37] . Of the eight scaffolds classified as X . Each point represent a scaffold, blue points correspond to scaffolds classified as belonging to sex chromosomes, red points represent autosomal scaffolds, while grey points represent very short scaffolds. Scaffolds classified as belonging to sex chromosomes by Yim et al are circled in orange, scaffolds carrying the sex markers [37] are circled in green. reads/length scaffold length Figure 6 : Sequencing coverage by contig length for an Antarctic minke whale [34] . The sex is not given, but it is clear from the sequencing coverage that the specimen is female. Each point represents one genomic scaffold, scaffolds classified as belonging to sex chromosomes by Yim et al are circled in orange, scaffolds carrying the sex markers [37] are circled in green. Scaffolds classified as sex chromosomes from sequence coverage are marked in blue. [1] to an Antarctic specimen [34] . Each point represent a scaffold, blue points correspond to scaffolds classified as belonging to sex chromosomes, red points represent autosomal scaffolds, while grey points represent very short scaffolds. Scaffolds classified as belonging to sex chromosomes by Yim et al are circled in orange, scaffolds carrying the sex markers [37] Table 7 : Scaffolds and average coverage in the different data sets. The first eight were identified by Yim et al., using alignment, the last two were found to contain the sex marker primer sites identified by Bérubé and Palsboll [37] . Coverage is normalized, so that 1.0 corresponds to expected diploid coverage. The specimens are Pacific male (PM), three Pacific females (PF), Atlantic male (AM), and an Antarctic specimen of undetermined sex (Ant).
Of the remaining three scaffolds, we see that scaffold573 appears to have roughly normal diploid coverage, the slightly higher coverages for Atlantic and Antarctic minke may be indicative of repeat structures. Scaffold745 is interesting, as it appears diploid in Pacific minke, but is close to haploid in Atlantic minke. That the observed coverage deviates from the expected coverage for an allosome does not disprove the claim of their X-chromosomal origin, but suggests that a closer investigation should be performed before their classification can be finally determined. Scaffold863 has about 4x the expected (diploid) coverage in Pacific male, and close to twice that in the Pacific females. Coverage is lower in Atlantic and Antarctic, but viewed independently, this is consistent with an X-chromosomal scaffold. It seems likely this scaffold is (or contains) a repeat, and that copy number variation is responsible for the variation between the groups.
From coverage we estimate 18'907 scaffolds belong to the allosomes, representing a total length of 97'232'273, or 85'666'973 not counting Ns. Most of these scaffolds are short, and only 357 of them are longer than 10 Kbp, totaling 91'066'100, or 79'974'798 bp not counting Ns. Thus, despite the large number of short scaffolds, they constitute only 6.3% of the putative allosomal sequences.
For reasons outlined above, segregating Y from XY is more difficult, but if we take a coverage of 0.6 in the Pacific female data as a threshold, we identify a subset of 5'318 scaffolds representing 5'973'998 bp (5'410'860 bp without Ns), or 37 scaffolds longer than 10 Kb representing 3'955'760 bp (3'602'523 bp without Ns).
Genes on the sex chromosomes
Yim et al [1] identify 27109 genes in the complete genome (including 13 on the mitochondrial genome, and 4084 pseudogenes). Matching this list against the 357 scaffolds longer than 10 Kbp that were identified as sex chromosomes from the coverage data, we identified a set of 1007 genes. This is summarized in Table 8 . The sets are highly redundant, and only two genes identified as X chromosomal by Yim et al., FAM123B and ASB12, both from scaffold573, were not corroborated by the coverage analysis. Markers  2  18  Alignment  8  13  Coverage  357  1007   Table 8 : Scaffolds over 10 Kbp that are considered sex chromosomal, based on the available information.
Method scaffolds genes
"Alignment" refers to the scaffolds identified by Yim et al by alignment to the bovine sex chromosomes.
Conclusions
Classifying scaffolds by coverage is straightforward and works well. Although multiple highcoverage libraries are desirable (and often available), a single sequencing library from each sex can, when mapped to a high quality genome assembly, be sufficient to separate sex chromosomal sequences from autosomes. Here we use an Illumina HiSeq genomic shotgun library, but other technologies like RADseq [42] and transcriptome sequencing [43] can also be used to good effect. In contrast, commonly used methods based on homology tend to fail to correctly identify much of the sex chromosomal sequences. With some care in planning of experiments and sequencing, any genome project should be able to integrate this analysis, and thereby identify a large fraction of scaffolds representing sex chromosomes. The sizes of the minke whale allosomes are not known, but if they are close to the mammalian average, the 90 Mbp of large scaffolds we have identified in this study would represent approximately 60% of the total. More importantly, repeats, pseudoautosomal regions, and low complexity sequence which confounds this analyis are often found in the intergenic regions. This number is therefore a conservative estimate for sex chromosomal genes, and the number of discovered genes is reasonable when compared to the number of sex chromosomal genes in mammals.
Although we have here only applied this method to the minke whale, we expect the method would work well for other species with XY or ZW sex chromosome systems. There are, however, some important limitations. In particular, a high quality reference genome sequence is necessary, where contigs are long enough to even out local variations in the sequencing coverage. In our analysis, we found that scaffolds longer than 10 Kbp were sufficient. We further found that adjusting for Ns in the scaffolds improved the results. The presence of repeats did not appear to cause similar problems here, it is possible that for genome assemblies where many repeat sequences are collapsed, this can skew coverage statistics. One should also be aware of other causes of coverage variation. Many species have small haploid chromosomes called B-chromosomes whose presence may vary between individuals [44] . For species with a high degree of genomic variation between individuals, more care may need to be taken in sampling and sequencing for coverage analysis to be effective. Sex chromosomes in particular often have heterochromatic sequence, repeats, and homologous regions that may not be possible to resolve using mapping coverage alone. Sequence coverage, like many computational methods, thus serves as a starting point, and results should be verified by independent, experimental methods like PCR, qPCR or FISH.
Estimation of expected coverage
We do not here provide a rigorous statistical analysis for estimating the average coverage. Although it is common to discuss this in analytical (typically assuming reads are Poisson distributed) or empirical terms, in our experience (and as discussed above) sequencing data are fraught with errors and biases. To get a good fit in practice, some amount of judgement must be applied. In any case, we find the clustering is apparent from the data, and thus we focus on the biological implications. For readers interested in pursuing a rigorous approach, we here provide some pointers.
Starting with the assumption of coverage approximately following a Poisson distribution, we run into the complication of heteroskedasticity -specifically, that the variance in coverage over a long scaffold will be lower than the variance over short scaffolds. This variation is evident from the trumpet shape of the plots. To deal with this, it is common to adjust the Poisson model with an exposure variable, using the log size of the exposure (i.e., scaffold length) as a parameter with a fixed coefficient of 1.
In reality, coverage is not Poisson distributed, and repeats, assembly errors and sequencing errors and biases are likely to cause overdispersion. In this case, a negative binomial distribution is likely to be a better approximation.
In the case of comparing a male to a female specimen, we would like to model the data as coming from a mixture of distributions (see Table 1 ) with different coefficients (corresponding to the relative sizes of the autosome and sex chromosomes). This is a good application of the Expectation Maximization algorithm, which could be used with either a Poisson distribution with exposure, or negative binomials.
Availability
All data used is publicly available as described in the relevant publications [1, 34, 35] . The scripts used in the analysis are released in the public domain and available from GitHub (https: //github.com/ketil-malde/sexchrcov).
